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ABSTRACT

A new method for visualization of separable "subunits" of DNA is 

described. Autoradiography of tritium-labeled DNA from one or a few 

nuclei, lysed with detergent, moderate salt, and proteases, and.gently 

deposited on a filter, allows determination of subunit molecular weight, 

size distribution, number per nucleus, and organization. The shape of the 

size distribution of CHO subunit images is similar to that of CHO mitotic 

chromosomes, and the numbers of subunits per nucleus supports a model of 

eight subunits per chromosome.
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SIZE AND NUMBER OF DNA MOLECULES FROM CHINESE HAMSTER

OVARY CELLS DETERMINED BY MOLECULAR AUTORADIOGRAPHY

Mary B. Todd

Many theories on the structure and organization of the 

eukaryotic genome have posited a DNA subunit size of the contemporary 

maximum molecular weight for separable DNA molecules. However, a DNA 

molecule of high molecular weight in solution is so frangible and deformable 

that early measurement techniques were liable to change the parameters 

they were intended to measure. Even the transition of DNA from its

complexed and compact state in vivo to the unconstrained independent
/

molecules required by most measurement techniques is fraught with

difficulties. As lysis conditions were modified to minimize strand 

breakage and techniques for measuring DNA molecular weight were 

devised and refined, reported subunit lengths steadily increased.

McGrath and Williams [1966) made the first real advance in 

dealing with the problem of hydrodynamic shearing of DNA: they minimized 

the manipulation of DNA molecules in solution by lysing bacterial sphero- 

plasts in a lytic zone above the sucrose gradients through which the 

liberated DNA was to be sedimented; all subsequent sedimentation studies 

on large DNA molecules have used some modification of their method.
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Lett, Sun, and Wheeler (1972) and Cleaver (1974) found that 

pre-irradiation or protracted alkaline lysis of mammalian cells before 

sedimentation in alkaline sucrose gradients gave approximately monodisperse 

single stranded molecules - "subunits" - of 5"IO® daltons molecular 

weight. Cole et aL. (1975) showed that pre-irradiation with ionizing 

radiation of low penetrance before lysis and neutral sucrose gradient 

sedimentation freed 10® dalton DNA subunits from a "floating complex."

Lange (1974) reported neutral sedimentation work which indicated that the 

genome of a mouse line was composed of a monodisperse distribution of

1.7*1O10 dalton DNA subunits which could be broken down by irradiation or 

disulfide bond reduction to a monodisperse population of 8*10® dalton sub

units; he later reported (Lange, Liberman, Clark, Ferguson, and Sheck,

1977) that the genomic DNA subunits were perfectly uniform and IO10 daltons 

in molecular weight. However, the concentration of DNA in Lange's sedimenta

tion peak and the extreme sharpness of that peak strongly suggests that the 

DNA was entangled and not sedimenting independently. Even unentangled high 

molecular weight DNA may sediment anomalously, apparently as a function of 

rotor speed: at speeds above 3 Krpm large DNA molecules sediment increasing

ly more slowly than their mass would predict, and the peaks in the sedimenta

tion profile sharpen (Appleby, Rail, and Hearst 1977). Lange found an all- 

or-nothing effect (Lange, Martin, Ferguson and Resnick 1977), with signifi

cant retardation only at rotor speeds > 15 Krpm, and attributed this to the 

initial steep concentration gradient between the lysis layer and the top 

of the gradient traversed by the molecules during a short high speed spin;

!)
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many other workers (Rubinstein and Leighton 1971; Ormerod and Lehmann 1971; 

Kavenoff 1972; Levin and Hutchinson 1973) have reported that large unfolded 

DNA molecules show an inverse relationship between the sedimentation co

efficient found and the rotor speed used. Zimin (1974) treated this inverse 

relationship theoretically as a speed-dependent deformation of a polymer 

chain, in which the ends tend to drag behind the center and the average 

intersegment distance is increased, increasing the molecule's frictional 

coefficient and so decreasing both its sedimentation velocity and the 

calculable sedimentation coefficient. Pettijohn et at. (1978) used Zimin's

;eory to explain the speed dependence shown by the folded chromosome of 

£. coti, (Hecht, Stimpson, and Pettijohn 1977): DNA in the loops between 

constraints tends to be extended and dragged behind the center of compaction 

like the trailing ends of a linear molecule.

As an independent check on sedimentation results, the technique 

of viscoelastometry was developed in Zimm's laboratory (Klotz and Zimm 1972); 

viscoelastometry correlates the viscous and clastic response of DNA to 

stress with the length of the largest DNA molecules in the solution, but 

yields no data on the distribution of sizes of any smaller molecules.

Using this technique, Kavenoff and Zimm (1973) determined that the largest 

DNA molecules in Drosophila were of a size commensurate with the DNA content 

of the largest chromosomes, i.e., 2-8-lU10 daltons. Lange (Lange 1974;

Lange, Liberman, Clark, Ferguson, and Shock 1977) included viscoelastometry

work with his sedimentation studies which appeared to confirm his ID10

dalton estimate of subunit site. Viscoelastomctry analysis of single-stranded
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DNA from mouse 3T3 cells by Uhlcnbopp (1975) indicated a maximum molecular 

weight of 3-4*1O10 daltons.

Autoradiography of DNA labeled by the incorporation of tritiated 

thymidine (3H-TdR) was used as long ago as 1957, by Taylor, Woods, and 

Hughes (1957), who reported that the tritiated DNA in originally uniformly 

labeled chromosomes segregated through subsequent replication cycles in a

manner consistent with the model that each chromatid contained either one 

duplex DNA molecule or a parallel array of duplex DNA molecules which 

segregated as a unit: Cairns (1963) developed a technique for fiber 

autoradiography of DNA from detergent-lysed E. eoli cells trapped on a 

membrane filter forming one side of the dialysis bag in which the bacteria 

were lysed, and published beautiful images of the replicating bacterial 

chromosome. Applying this technique to Hcl.a cells, he found DNA autoradio

grams 500 pm long, equivalent to IO9 daltons (Cairns 1966). Iluberman and 

Riggs (1966) studied Chinese hamster fibroblast DNA with the Cairns 

technique, finding linear autoradiograms as long as 1.8 mm, equal to 

3.6-109 daltons of DNA. Autoradiographs of surface-spread human lymphocyte 

DNA lysed without detergent showed images of long bundles of fibers; 

protracted lysis loosened the bundles so that individual fibers could be 

visualized, with contour lengths ranging up to 2 cm (4-1010 daltons) for 

both linear and the less common circular images (Sasaki and Norman 1966). 

Although suggestive, these studies do subject the DNA to an unknown degree

of shear stress and cannot examine all the DNA from a nucleus.
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The electron microscope has also been used to study the size 

and conformation of DNA. The tendency of DNA molecules to be broken 

in half by hydrodynamic shear stress (Levinthal and Davison 1961) required 

non-stTessful methods of spreading the DNA. Adsorbing free DNA strands 

onto a monomolecular film of protein (Kleinschmidt and Zahn 1959; McHattie 

and Thomas 1964) and picking it up on a grid allowed the contour length of 

whole viral DNA molecules to be measured, and with the determination of the 

DNA mass per unit length (Thomas 1966), contour length was convertible 

to molecular weight. The molecular weight of viral (Lang et al. 1967) and 

prokaryotic (Bode and Morowitz 1967) DNAs could be determined with reasonable 

accuracy by this method, but attempts to examine eukaryotic DNAs were 

confined to studies on organization (Paulson and Laemmli 1977; Mullinger 

and Johnson 1979) because of the great technical difficulties associated with 

the lysis and spreading of DNAs of such high molecular weight.

Before the development of the method described in this thesis, 

studies on mammalian DNA could not yield an unambiguous determination of 

molecular weight of all the large DNA molecules composing the mammalian 

genome. Interpretation of sedimentation studies on large DNA molecules 

requires the extrapolation of an empirical equation well beyond the 

molecular weight range over which it was calibrated; viscoelastometry 

yields data only on the largest of the molecules.in solution. DNA trapped 

on the membrane filter side of a dialysis bag is subjected to shear stress 

when the bag is punctured and drained; the number of molecules per 

nucleus or the size distribution of those molecules cannot be determined '
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from studies on membrane-trapped or surface-spread DNA. The method to be 

described is subject neither to the difficulties of sedimentation analysis 

nor to the inherent limitation of viscoelastomctry; it minimally stresses 

the DNA and allows quantitation of subunits. Gentle lysis and deposition 

of tritium-labeled DNA on a filter which is then processed for autoradio

graphy gives direct visualization of separable subunits of DNA; the 

molecular weight of each subunit may then be determined from the number of 

developed grains and the specific activity of the DNA if the efficiency of 

producing a developed grain per tritium decay is known. The size distribu

tion of separable molecules may be ascertained, and depositing an average 

of two nuclei on each filter allows determination of the number of separable 

subunits per nucleus. While this work was in progress Van Ness and Pettijohn 

(1979) published an investigation of E. eoli DNA molecules using a method 

similar in that it also involved autoradiography of DNA deposited on a

filter under minimal shear stress.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chinese.hamster ovary cells, line LA, were grown at 37°C in 

McCoy's 5A medium supplemented with 20% (v/v) fetal calf serum (GIBCO).

Stock cultures, grown in plastic flasks and passaged twice weekly, had 

an average doubling time of 15 hr.

Cells to be used for autoradiography were replated in plastic 

T-25 flasks at cell densities between 5 and 20 x 103 cells/cm2. After 

the cells attached, the medium was replaced by 3 ml of fresh medium 

containing 0.1 mCi of tritiated thymidine (3H-TdR), specific activity

1.9 Ci/mM (Schwarz/Mann). After 16 hr incubation with 3H-TdR, the flasks 

were rinsed and incubated in "cold" medium for 5 hr more. The cells were 

then trypsinized off, washed once in TKS buffer (60 mM Tris, 25 mM KC1,

10 mM spermidine, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.3), resuspended in TKS + 0.1% Triton-X 100, 

given 16 strokes in a douncc homogenizer, and the resulting intact nuclei 

were counted in a hemacytometer.

Mitotic cells were labeled by 9 hr of incubation with 3H-TdR as 

above, followed by a 1 hr cold chase and 1 hr incubation with shaking in 

medium containing 0.12 yg/ml colchicine (Aldrich Chemicals). The colchicine- 

containing medium was changed at intervals of 15 min. The first two 

shakes were discarded, and the mitotic indices of the latter two were 

determined; if the index was >80%, the cells were spun down, resuspended 

in TKS, and counted in a hemacytometer.

7
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To determine the simple equivalence of nuclei and nucleus-size

dense autoradiography spots, 3H-TdR labeled nuclei in TKS were layered 

onto a filter by gently pipetting 1 ml of a suspension containing 1-50 x 

103 nuclei/ml over 10 ml of a 0.17 M NHuCl, 2% sucrose, pH 7.3 solution 

and allowing the solutions to drain through the filter (0.45 ym pores,

47 nun dia., Millipore) which had been carefully centered over the pre-wetted 

fritted glass filter in the lower part of the Millipore filter holder in 

which the filter was clamped; after draining, the filter was air dried.

Tritium labeled mitotic cells (1 ml @ 2-10 x 103 cells/ml) in 

TKS were layered over 5 ml of distilled water to osmotically expand the 

cells so that mitotic figures could be seen; after 1 hr for equilibration 

the solution was allowed to drain through the filter and the filter was

air dried.

For analysis of lysed nuclei, 3H-TdR labeled nuclei were 

diluted with TKS to an average concentration of 2 nuclei/ml, and 1 ml of 

this nuclear suspension was layered over 1 ml of intercalary solution 

[0.17 M NH^Cl, 2% sucrose, 7 mM histidine, 13.2 yg/ml nuclease-free 

Pronase (Calbiochem)] which had been carefully pipetted over 10 ml of 

lysis solution (1 M NlkCl, 10 mM H2PO<», 10 mM EDTA, 7 mM histidine, 0.1% 

sodium dodecyl sulfate, 6% EtOH, 5% sucrose, pH 7.3). The nuclei were 

left to lyse undisturbed for 24 hr after which the solutions were allowed 

to drain slowly through the filter, which generally took about 30 min, and 

the filter was air dried.
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After air drying, the filters were further dried for 2 hr in a 

vacuum oven at 80°C, cooled, and processed for autoradiography.

Of the autoradiographic emulsions suitable for detection of 

tritium, Kodak NTB2 was chosen for its ready availability and ease of 

handling: Ilford also makes a good line of emulsions, but, supplied as 

shreds of gelatin, they must be weighed out and put in solution before 

use and cannot be stored and reused. Kodak emulsions do require lower 

light conditions than Ilford: the recommended Wratten No.2 (dark red) 

filter transmits so little visible light that precise manual operations are 

difficult, but the NTB2 emulsion is so light-sensitive that the emulsion 

and dipped filters should never be less than 1 m from the safelight.

NTB2 ic also extremely pressure sensitive: even rapid drying and shrinkage 

of the emulsion stresses the silver halide crystals and causes a high 

background, so that the darkroom should be at a humidity of 40-50% and 

not drafty. This pressure-sensitivity may be turned to advantage by 

lightly scribing identifications on the dried emulsion in the filter 

margins, preventing mixups in processing.

The autoradiographic emulsion (Kodak NTB2) was melted in a 

43° water bath under safelight illumination (Wratten No.2) and poured 

into a pre-warmed dipping jar which was kept at 43° during the entire 

dipping process to prevent a change in viscosity of the emulsion and the 

consequent change in thickness of the film. Bubbles were removed from 

the emulsion by slow stirring with a glass rod, checked by dipping a clean
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glass slide into the emulsion and holding it up at an angle to the safelight. 

After removal of bubbles from the emulsion, the filters were dipped into 

the emulsion using locking forceps and being careful not to touch a surface 

of the filter to the side of the dipping jar, slowly withdrawn, and blotted 

at the lower edge; they were then transferred to film hangers and left to 

dry in the dark for 6 hr. After drying, the filters were placed in light

proof boxes partitioned with aluminum foil dividers into narrow compartments, 

and stored vertically with silica gel at 4°C for exposure times from 3 to 

74 days depending on the specific activity and expected extent of dispersion

of the DNA.

The exposed filters were developed for 2 min at 22°C in a 1:3 

dilution of Kodak Dektol stock solution, rinsed in distilled water, fixed 

for 8 min in 30% Na2S203, then washed in distilled water for 15 min and 

dried flat on Parafilm. The filters were made transparent by wetting 

with xylene, embedded in Permount, and analyzed with light microscopy.

The grain clusters on each filter were counted and their dimensions 

measured, and the number of developed grains per cluster was counted for 

average-size clusters.



RESULTS

Autoradiographs of intact nuclei were exposed for periods of 

3-8 days, and showed dense round aggregates of developed grains, 10-20 lira 

in diameter; separate grains could be distinguished only at the extreme 

periphery, probably outside the nuclear area: since the autoradiographic 

emulsion permeated the filters, tracks in all directions were, 

detected. The number of dense aggregates seen was always within 10% 

of the number of nuclei calculated to have been deposited, a reasonable 

approximation as the nuclear concentration was determined by hemacyto

meter count before serial dilution to give 3*103 to 50*103 nuclei per 

filter.

Autoradiographs of osmotically expanded mitotic cells exposed 

for 6-10 days showed slightly blurred images of mitotic figures; 

occasionally the chromosome images were separated enough to distinguish 

the different chromosomes. Occasionally some images were seen which 

showed a dark, uneven rim with imcomplete radial spokes pointing at a

vacant center.

It was anticipated that autoradiographs of thoroughly lysed .

nuclei exposed for 21 to 74 days would show images of large DNA molecules 

(-109 daltons) as random coils, i.e. as roughly circular grain clusters 

with an approximately gaussian distribution of grains across the diameter, 

dense at the center, not bounded and diffuse at the periphery: a two-

11
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dimensional projection of a random coil which was three-dimensional 

in solution (Frontali et al. 1979). However, the grain clusters 

actually observed showed distinct boundaries (Fig. 1) rather than 

trailing off to the background level at the periphery. The grain 

clusters were, in general, irregularly shaped, though roughly 

circular. Perhaps 10% of the grain clusters were triangular, heart

shaped, pear-shaped, or otherwise bilaterally symmetric, (Fig. 1A-G; 2C). 

Many of the grain clusters had curving lines of high grain density 

resembling wrinkles produced by flattening a rounded surface (Fig.1C, G; 

2F). Approximately 2% were composed of two or more connected lobes 

which occasionally differed in size or grain density (Fig. 1G; 2D, F). 

Nearly 1% of the grain clusters were seen to have a low-grain density 

halo (Fig. 2E), or lateral low-density blebs. About 0.1% appeared 

toroidal (Fig. 2A,B), and these ranged from distinct? bounded to 

very diffuse and barely distinguishable from gaussian; perhaps another

0.1% of the grain clusters did appear gaussian.

The diameters of the grain clusters from the lysed-nuclei 

experiments were measured (non-circular figures were scored as having 

the diameter of a circle whose area was judged to be the same as the 

irregular figure); the resulting size distributions from four filters 

representing three experiments are given in Fig. 3A. The upper two 

distributions are from two filters from the same experiment. The grain 

clusters ranged from 4 (Fig. Ill) to 70 pm in diameter, with a mean sizJ 

of 27 pm (Fig. IF). The shape of the distributions of the diameters
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was similar to the distribution of lengths of the CHO-LA chromosomes 

[data from Deaven § Petersen (1974)]; see Fig. 3B.

The number of grain clusters on the filters which contained an 

average of two lysed nuclei per filter were counted, and the data are 

summarized in Table I. The moderate lysis conditions used were selected 

to minimize the possibility of strand breakage by shear stress or nuclease 

activity while effecting the separation of independent molecules; the 

relatively low pronase concentration may have resulted in subunits having 

varying degrees of degradation of DNA-associatod proteins hypothesized to 

constrain the DNA, perhaps analogous to the protein constraints found in 

Drosophila (Benyajati and Worcel 1976) and the "scaffolding proteins" 

in HeLa (Adolph, Cheng, and Laemmli 1977). The "scaffolding proteins" 

were shown to be highly sensitive to trypsin digestion when the histones 

were essentially completely remo’ed, but insensitive to digestion before 

removal of histones (Adolph, Cheng, and Laemmli 1977): the lysis which 

gave rise to the subunits imaged as grain clusters would have disrupted • 

nucleosomes but would not have removed all histones, perhaps affording 

some protection to constraining proteins from pronase digestion. One 

anomalous preparation showed rather tattered-looking subunits, but the 

distribution of grain cluster diameters was not siginficantly shifted.

If each grain cluster represents an individual DNA molecule within a 

nucleus, the number of grain clusters on a filter should vary with the 

actual number of nuclei deposited. For filters overlaid with Gj., G2 or 

M cells, the number of grain clusters observed should be multiples of
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eight molecules per chromosome, the 21 chromosomes of CHO-LA cells would 

give 168 as the basic number of molecules per Gi cell; after this work 

had been completed, it was discovered that approximately 30% of the stock 

cell population had become hypotetraploid with a modal chromosome number 

of 36, and these cells would have a basic number of 288 molecules. Six 

of the 12 experiments (see Table I) had total grain cluster counts within 

9% of an integral multiple of 168 (five of those were within 4%); an

other five were within 5% of an integral multiple of 288, or an integral 

multiple of 168 plus an integral multiple of 288; one "zero” was found.

The fraction of the total nuclear DNA responsible for any grain 

cluster may be estimated, if the efficiency of producing a developed 

grain per tritium decay is known, using liquid scintillation data to 

calculate the number of tritium decays per nucleus that should occur 

during the autoradiographic exposure period and counting the number of 

grains in the cluster. This method of quantitating DNA per cluster is 

only valid for those clusters in which the grain density is low enough 

that the probability of multiple hits in any one silver halide crystal 

is insignificant. The probability of producing a grain per decay was 

calculated to be approximately 50%, by depositing low molecular weight 

t)NA of a known low specific activity on filters, processing for autoradio

graphy, and counting grains (see Table II). Grain counts in five mean- 

size (27 pm diameter) clusters ranged from 746 to 893 grains per cluster 

with an average of 816; the total DN/\ of one nucleus would have 

accumulated 2.98'IQ5 decays during this exposure: substituting these

the basic number of DNA molecules per Gx nucleus. If there were
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values and the efficiency of 50% into the relationship

(daltons DNA/Gi nucleus )(grains/cluster) 
daltons DNA/cluster = --------- ------------------------------------------ -----------------

(accumulated decays/Gi nucleus)(efficiency)

gives approximately 2*1O10 daltons as the molecular weight of the 

DNA in the mean-size grain cluster; 2-1O10 daltons of DNA is about 

1/168 of the total Gj nuclear DNA or 1/8 of the average DNA content 

per chromosome. The estimate of DNA mass per subunit may be a slight 

underestimate: the filters containing subunits from lysed nuclei were 

exposed for up to 74 days, which could allow some degree of latent 

image fading, particularly if the filters were not perfectly dry, while 

the efficiency was calculated from filters exposed for only eight days, 

wherein latent image fading would be insignificant.

Some chemography artifacts were seen: the margin of the filter, 

protected by tne filter holdei' from contact with the lysis solution, had 

nearly the same low background as untreated filters, while the treated 

area showed a generally higher background, increasing at the edge to a 

dark rim. Filters which were not rinsed after filtering the lysis 

solution showed densely exposed images in the shape of NHi»C1 crystals. 

Some filters were also contaminated with dust particles, although all 

solutions were filtered through a 0.22 pm pore filter twice before use.
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Filters carried through a complete protocol but without nuclei 

showed no grain clusters like those seen on the experimental filters, 

only the usual background of scattered developed grains. Nothing 

resembling the grain clusters was seen on filters with osmotically 

expanded mitotic figures. While sonic of the grain clusters were 

comparable in size and shape to images of the non-lysed nuclei, the 

nuclear images had grain densities at least twenty times higher than 

the densest areas of the grain clusters. Grain clusters were found only 

on the surface of the filters on which the lysed nuclei were impinged. 

Altogether, it seems unlikely that the results were an artifact of the 

technique.



DISCUSSION

Development of this method has made possible the visualization 

of separable subunits of DNA. It was not expected that the DNA subunits 

would still appear constrained after treatment with salt, detergent, and 

pronase, but in fact only in an extremely small percentage of the grain 

clusters did the distribution of grains within the cluster approximate a 

gaussian distribution of grains closely enough to have been produced by 

a random coil of DNA: these may represent the more thoroughly lysed extreme 

of the pronase reaction. Besides being in general distinctly bounded, the 

grain clusters seen were also much smaller than expected from random-coil 

radius of gyration calculations: the mean-size grain cluster, containing 

2-1O10 daltons of DNA, had a radius of approximately 13 pm, while a random 

coil of that much DNA should give rise to a cluster of grains in a gaussian 

distribution with 86% of the grains within 3l pm of the center of the 

distribution: sedimentation studies suggest that a nicked circle of 2'1O10 

daltons DNA in a random coil would produce a gaussian grain cluster approxi

mately 10% smaller than the linear form (Hershey, Burgi, and Ingraham 1963; 

Weil and Vinograd 1963). A closed-circular DNA molecule could be compacted 

by supercoiling to produce grain clusters of the small size observed, but 

without additional constraints this compaction could not be maintained: 

one single strand break induced by a tritium decay would remove all the 

supercoiling.

The nuclear DNA of a wide range of organisms appears to be 

constrained in vivo into loops of a similar mean size: 21 pm in E. coli

17
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'(Kavenoff and Ryder 1976), 28 pm in D. melanogaster (Benyajati and Worcel

1976), and 23 pm in HeLa (Marsden and Laemmli 1979). If the CHO DNA were 

constrained into loops of roughly this size, there would be more than 400 

constrained domains in 2’1G10 daltons of CHO DNA. If these constraints 

were not lost during lysis, only about 8% of the domains would contain a 

strand break caused by a tritium decay under the given lysis conditions; 

this should not significantly affect the grain cluster configuration.

Breaks in all of the strands of a sector constituting 10% of the domains of 

a subunit should cause a noticeable local change in the shape and density of 

a grain cluster; relaxing a random 8% of the domains in the genome would 

give a local concentration of 10% of the subunit domains relaxed by strand 

breaks in about 10“9% of the DNA subunits imaged as grain clusters. If 

relaxing a. random 15% of the domains in a subunit could give rise to a 

"halo" or other diffuse figure, then 0.001% of the grain clusters should 

show a "halo"or be diffuse at least in part; the observed frequency was 

M%. Although present in small numbers, the "halos", diffuse lateral 

jgxjpans^pnS; from distinct clusters, and independent gaussian figures were 

^^^p^d^orders' of magnitude more frequently than would be expected from

EiSm|^e^ay^strand breakage. This suggests that the gaussian grain 

KSterssand other diffuse figures were produced by the partial or complete

|^Sictibh:'-of a set of usually inaccessible constraints, or possibly by 

ryesence in the lysed nucleus of S-phasc subunits whose constraints had

|ye;t been appl i ed.
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The hypodiploid CHO-LA cells have three main size groups 

of chromosomes, and there were two consistent high peaks of the 

larger grain clusters in the grain cluster diameter frequency dis

tribution profile; the hypotetraploid cells may have affected the 

profile of the smaller grain clusters on some filters. The mass of 

a chromosome is a linear function of its length, except possibly 

for the centromeric area, in which the DNA mass per unit length may 

be lower than in the arms: a frequency distribution of chromosome 

volume would show more separation between the peaks of the short and 

long chromosomes than would the frequency distribution of chromosome 

lengths. However, protease action could blur this separation, in that

the smaller subunits with fewer constraints would tend to be more

thoroughly lysed and expanded. If the diameter of the grain clusters 

was a function of the length of the chromosomes, and the subunits 

were organized in structures which became thin spherical shells on 

lysis, the grain density of the various-sized grain clusters would 

be inversely proportional to the cluster diameter; the grain density 

of solid spheres would be inversely proportional to the square of the . 

diameter. No such relationships were seen. However, the reproducibil

ity of the distribution of grain cluster diameters, the extent of 

similarity between that distribution and the distribution of chromosome 

lengths, and the distinct boundaries of the grain clusters suggest 

that the diameter of the grain clusters may be a function of some 

stable structure or organization within the chromosome. That the 

numbers of grain clusters per filter were integer multiples of 168 

and 288 roughly commensurate with the proportion of cells with 21 or 

36 chromosomes in the population is a strong argument in favor of a 

model of eight subunits per chromosome.
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Table I

Grain Clusters per Nucleus

1 • W.
>ste:

349

615

667

972

335

183

854

462

290

843

552

0

Multiplicity
No.Clusters 

Counted No
Theoretical 
. of Subunits

2-168 1.039

2-168 + 1-288 0.986

4*168 0.993

4-168 + P288 1.013

2' 168 0.997

1-168 1.089

5-168 or 3-288 0.988 or 1.017

1-168 + 1-288 1.013

1-288 1.007

5*168 or 3-288 0.976 or 1.003

2-288 0.951

0- 168 + 0-288 —
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Table II

Determination of Efficiency

Filter Area No. 1 2 3

Control Filters
247 301 284

x =272.7
255 253 296

— 5cexp control 5035.5

Filters 5,407 5,114 5,395
with x = 5308.2
DNA 5,243 5,178 5,513

The efficiency of the scintillation counter~fluor 

combination was determined by use of a tritiated water standard 

to be 42%. The DNA deposited on -each of the two experimental 
filters would have accumulated 1.575*10? disintegrations during 

the period of exposure; spread over a filter of 4.4 cm useful 
diameter, the average density would be 10^ disint./mm^. Grains 

in three separate 1 mm areas were counted on each filter. The 

number of developed grains above the background level divided 

by the number of accumulated disintegrations was

5,03610,358 = 48-6%*
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Legend to Figure 1

Bilaterally Symmetric Grain Clusters

A. Bilaterally symmetric, blunted-triangle shape

B. Bilaterally symmetric, jug-shaped

C. Bilaterally symmetric, pear-shaped with wrinkles

D. Bilaterally symmetric, heart-shaped

E. Roughly triangular with bilaterally symmetric light patches

F. Bilaterally symmetric, "average" size

G. Bilaterally symmetric, two heart-shaped lobes with wrinkles

H. Grain cluster of the minimum size counted
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Legend to Figure II

Organizational Variants

A. Toroidal grain cluster, distinctly bounded

B. Toroidal grain cluster, peripherally diffuse

C. Bilaterally symmetric grain cluster

D. Grain cluster with two lobes of differing grain densities

E. Halo of grains around a distinct dense central structure

F. Grain cluster with multiple lobes and wrinkles
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Chromosome Length Ifim)
A. Frequency distribution of measured grain cluster sizes from

a number of different experiments. ■
9.Frequency distribution of chromosome lengths for CHO cells

fDoto taken from Oeaven and Petersen ,Chromosoma 41-129)
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